ABSTRACT In the narrow segment of an ion conducting pathway, it is likely that a permeating ion influences the positions of the nearby atoms that carry partial or full electronic charges. Here we introduce a method of incorporating the motion of charged atoms lining the pore into Brownian dynamics simulations of ion conduction. The movements of the carbonyl groups in the selectivity filter of the KcsA channel are calculated explicitly, allowing their bond lengths, bond angles, and dihedral angels to change in response to the forces acting upon them. By systematically changing the coefficients of bond stretching and of angle bending, the carbon and oxygen atoms can be made to fluctuate from their fixed positions by varying mean distances. We show that incorporating carbonyl motion in this way does not alter the mechanism of ion conduction and only has a small influence on the computed current. The slope conductance of the channel increases by ;25% when the root mean-square fluctuations of the carbonyl groups are increased from 0.01 to 0.61 Å . The energy profiles and the number of resident ions in the channel remain unchanged. The method we utilized here can be extended to allow the movement of glutamate or aspartate side chains lining the selectivity filters of other ionic channels.
INTRODUCTION
Three computational approaches have been commonly used to model biological ion channels: Poisson-Nernst-Planck (PNP) theory (1, 2) , Brownian dynamics (3, 4) , and molecular dynamics (5, 6) . Each of these has its strengths and limitations, and involves a degree of approximation. The main defects of the PNP theory are errors stemming from the mean-field assumption. In particular, it ignores the effects of induced surface charges created as a charged particle in electrolyte solutions approaches the water-protein interface. The magnitude of the errors introduced by the mean-field approximation become large when the theory is applied to narrow ionic channels (7, 8) . By incorporating a term in the PNP equations to account for the barrier created by induced surface charges, the errors can be reduced somewhat (9) but, in doing so, much of the simplicity of the PNP theory, one of its main advantages over the other approaches, is compromised. One of the limitations of molecular dynamics is the computational power required that limits the possible simulation times. Although the calculation of free energy profiles and other properties provide useful information on ion permeation, it is generally not possible to directly calculate channel currents from these simulations. Indeed, only a couple of studies exist in which conductance has been calculated directly using molecular dynamics at large applied potentials in simplified or wide channels (10, 11) , which highlights the difficulty involved in using such techniques to directly compare simulation results with experimental data. To simulate long enough to see the permeation of ions across a channel and to determine its conductance, we utilize Brownian dynamics, where water molecules that form the bulk of the system are integrated out and only the ions themselves are simulated explicitly. The net effects of incessant collisions between ions and water molecules are lumped together and treated as the frictional and random forces. This treatment of water molecules can be viewed as an approximation of the central limit theorem by using stochastic averaging of water molecules. Also, it has been assumed that atoms forming the transmembrane conduit are rigid and do not move. This rigidity assumption can be intuitively justified via stochastic averaging theory (12) (13) (14) .
All three approaches are useful in elucidating the mechanisms underlying selectivity and permeation of ions across biological nanotubes. For ion channels with large pore radii, the PNP theory can be fruitfully utilized. To study the mechanisms underlying the selectivity sequences of monovalent ions or to determine the precise conformational changes of the protein when a channel undergoes the transformation from the closed to the open state, one has to rely on molecular dynamics simulations. Thus far, a combined use of molecular and Brownian dynamics has proved to be well suited for studying structure-function relationships in ion channels. Brownian dynamics enables the calculation of conductance properties whereas molecular dynamics can provide input and justification for the parameters of the stochastic simulations (15) (16) (17) as well as explain finer details such as sizebased selectivity (18) .
One main caveat to the application of Brownian dynamics to biological ion channels is the simplifying assumption that the channel is rigid in that all protein atoms remain in their fixed positions. In reality, proteins are malleable and atoms undergo rapid thermal fluctuations (19) (20) (21) . Moreover, some of the charged or polar residues lining the pore interact with permeant ions Coulombically, and it is possible that the motions of these atoms or side chains, especially those lining the narrow segment of the pore, may influence the dynamics of ion permeation across the channel. Recently, Allen et al. (20) reported that the root mean-square (rms) variations in carbonyl oxygen atoms in the gramicidin channel range from 0.42 to 0.65 Å . The carbonyl oxygens in the selectivity filter of the KscA potassium channels are likely to exhibit the fluctuations of a similar magnitude. It is not known, however, if the rapid motions of the carbonyl groups are in part induced by or correlated with the motions of the permeant ion in the pore. It is also unknown what effects, if any, such fluctuations of polar or charged residues will have on the dynamics of ion permeation. In the selectivity filter of the L-type calcium channel, for example, the charged side chains of four glutamate residues play a crucial role in valence selectivity (22, 23) . It has been postulated that processing of ions at the EEEE locus relies on motions of these residues (24) .
Here, we extended the Brownian dynamics algorithm to explicitly simulate the movement of the carbonyl oxygens in the selectivity filter of the KcsA potassium channel. To do this, the bond length of the carbon and oxygen atoms r is allowed to stretch, and the bond angle u and dihedral angles x are allowed to bend in response to the forces acting on them. By changing the coefficients in the equations of motion, we can vary the magnitude of the fluctuations to a desired value. Here we detail the effects of allowing the oxygen atoms in the selectivity filter to rapidly fluctuate from their mean positions on the permeation dynamics. We find that the movements of the K 1 ion in the filter and the movements of any oxygen atom are uncorrelated in our simulations, indicating that the Coulomb interaction between the charged and polar atom is not sufficiently strong to rigidly or elastically couple their motions. When the bond-stretching and angle-bending coefficients are successively reduced, the slope conductance of the channel increases by ;25%. The shape of the energy profiles obtained with three different values of rms fluctuations are broadly similar. Similarly, the number of resident ions in the channel and the dynamics of ion permeation in the selectivity filter remain unaffected by the motion of the carbonyl oxygen atoms.
METHODS
The motion of ions in and around the channel under the influence of electric and random forces is traced using the Langevin equation, a stochastic version of Newton's equation of motion,
Here, m i , v i , m i g i , and q i are the mass, velocity, friction coefficient, and charge on an ion with index i, whereas F R i ; E i , and F S i are the random stochastic force, systematic electric field, and short range forces experienced by the ion, respectively. Ions are initially given random positions with a specified mean concentration and Boltzmann distributed velocities within reservoirs attached to either end of the channel that mimic the intracellular and extracellular environment. We calculate the total force acting on each and every ion in the assembly and then calculate new positions for the ions a short time later using an algorithm derived by van Gunsteren and Berendsen (25) . A multiple time-step algorithm is used, where a time step of Dt ¼ 100 fs is employed in the reservoirs and 2 fs in the channel where the forces change more rapidly.
To enable simulations to be run for long enough to calculate the current passing through the channel, water molecules are not treated explicitly. However, the influence of the individual water molecules on the motion of ions is mimicked through the use of the frictional term (mgv) and random forces (F R ). The electrostatic forces acting upon the ions are calculated by solving Poisson's equation using a boundary element method (26) . To do this we assign a dielectric constant of e p ¼ 2 to the protein and membrane and e w ¼ 60 to the water inside the channel as in previous Brownian dynamics studies of the KcsA channel (4) . Because calculating the electric forces at every step in the simulation is very time consuming, we store precalculated electric fields and potentials due to one and two ion configurations in a system of lookup tables and interpolate values for the given ion positions from these during the simulation (27) . Further details of the Brownian dynamics approach are given elsewhere (4, 28, 22) .
At short ranges, the Coulomb interaction between two ions is modified by adding a potential U SR (r) that replicates effects of the overlap of electron clouds and hydration. As noted previously (22) , molecular dynamics simulations show that the hydration forces between two ions add further structure to the 1/r 9 repulsive potential due to the overlap of electron clouds in the form of damped oscillations (29, 30) . These two effects can be approximately represented by
Here the oscillation length c w ¼ 2.76 Å is given by the water diameter and the other parameters are determined by fitting Eq. 2 to the calculated potentials of mean force (29) (30) (31) (32) . The potentials of mean force for K-Cl pairs can be replicated in Brownian dynamics simulations using an overall strength of the potential of U 0 ¼ 5.4, 2.5, and 1.4 kT for K-Cl, K-K, and ClCl pairs (22) . As in previous simulations we use R c ¼ r 1 1 r 2 for anioncation pairs and R c ¼ r 1 1 r 2 1 1.6 Å for like ions (where r 1 and r 2 are the Pauling radii of each atom) and R ¼ R c 1 0.2 Å for like ions and R ¼ R c À 0.2 Å otherwise. An exponential drop parameter of c e ¼ 1 Å is used for all ion pairs. The short range force in Eq. 1 is determined from the derivatives of the potential in Eq. 2 as well as from a 1/r 9 potential between ions and the channel boundary.
The channel structure we use for this study is the same as that used in previous Brownian dynamics simulations of this channel (4) . The model channel is based on the crystal structure of Doyle et al. (33) with the pore expanded at the internal end of the channel using a cylindrical repulsive potential in molecular dynamics to have a radius of 5 Å as illustrated in Fig.  1 A. Here the carbonyl groups lining the selectivity filter are shown in purple and blue. As described previously, the selectivity filter is also expanded slightly such that the minimum radius is 1.4 Å (4). The full charges of Àe and 1e are assigned to the Glu-118 and Arg-117 residues that guard the intracellular gate.
Unlike in previous Brownian dynamics simulations in which the protein was taken to be a rigid dielectric environment containing fixed partial charges, in this study the motion of a small number of protein atoms is calculated explicitly. As for the ions, the motion of these atoms is described by the Langevin equation with 2 fs time steps. However, additional forces are applied to these atoms to replicate the covalent bonds binding them together and to the remainder of the protein. These forces take the form of bond stretching, bond angle bending, and dihedral angle bending forces as found in molecular mechanics force fields:
where r, u, and x are the bond lengths, angles, and dihedral angles; r 0 , u 0 , and x 0 are their equilibrium values; and k bs , k ab , and k db are the associated force constants. In this study only 16 carbonyl groups from residues Thr-54, Val-55, Gly-56, and Tyr-57 lining the selectivity filter in each of the four subunits were treated explicitly. The 12 of 16 carbonyl groups that are rendered mobile are highlighted in Fig. 1 B. The top four carbonyl groups are removed for clarity. In reality, the carbon atom of a carbonyl group is bonded to three atoms: the carbonyl oxygen, the backbone a-carbon, and the nitrogen from the next residue. To avoid having two additional bonds on the carbon atom, we modeled the carbonyl bonds as F-C¼O, where F is a fixed point, located midway between the a-carbon and nitrogen. Thus, the bond length between the fixed position F and the carbon atom is allowed to increase or decrease and the bond angle between the fixed point F and the carbon atom is allowed to change. Similarly, the bond length and bond angle between the carbon and oxygen atoms in the carbonyl group are allowed to change from their equilibrium position. Thus, there are four force constants: two bond-stretching constants and two angle-bending constants.
It is not clear exactly what force constants should be used so that fluctuations of the carbonyl groups would mimic those occurring in reality. As we use partial charges from the CHARMM22 parameter set, an obvious starting point is to use the force constants determined for carbonyl bonds from this parameter set as well. We note here that the default values of the bond-stretching constants between C¼O and F-C (taken as the average of the values for the bonds with the C a and nitrogen), used in CHARMM22, are 4.32 3 10 2 and 1.83 3 10 2 J/m 2 (620 and 260 kcal/mol/Å 2 ), respectively. The corresponding values used in CHARMM22 for the angle-bending constants are 1.77 3 10 À8 and 1.14 3 10 À8 J/rad 2 (80 and 50 kcal/mol/Å 2 ). However, as we are simulating the motion of only a few protein atoms, and in particular because the a-carbon and the nitrogen atoms to which the carbonyl carbon atoms are attached are assumed to be stationary, it is likely that the motion of the oxygen atoms will be underestimated using these values. To this end, we use a range of differing force constants so that we can examine the rms fluctuations of the oxygen and carbon atoms in the carbonyl groups from their starting positions. These fluctuations can be compared to values determined in molecular dynamics simulations to gain a better appreciation of the most realistic force constants to use in our simulation. As we have included only the O and C atoms in each carbonyl we have not considered the dihedral angle in these calculations.
Short range K 1 -oxygen forces are applied in a similar manner to the short range ion-ion interactions applied previously in Brownian dynamics simulations. For this purpose the parameters R c ¼ 2.7 Å , R ¼ 2.5 Å , U 0 ¼ 1.0, and c w ¼ 1.0 are employed. The electrostatic forces acting upon the oxygen atoms are calculated using Poisson's equation and are stored in lookup tables as for the ions.
RESULTS
The carbonyl atoms fluctuate rapidly from their original positions, with the magnitude of fluctuations increasing steadily as the force constants are reduced. Three traces illustrated in Fig. 2 A highlight the fluctuations obtained with the bond-stretching and angle-bending constants set at high (red), intermediate (green), and low (blue) values. The rms fluctuations calculated from the three traces are, respectively, 0.09, 0.15, and 0.61 Å . The rms fluctuations of the atoms lining the selectivity filter, inferred from the crystallographic B-factor and molecular dynamics simulations of the KcsA channel, are on the order of 0.75-1.0 Å (34). This value is close to that observed from molecular dynamics simulations using the CHARMM22 default values for the carbonyl bond. When these values are used in the Brownian dynamics code, the rms fluctuations of the carbonyl oxygen atoms in the selectivity filter is much lower at only 0.15 Å , as illustrated in green in Fig. 2 A. This discrepancy probably arises from the fact that in our BD simulation the carbonyl carbon is attached to a fixed point rather than to the remainder of the protein that would be mobile. It is only when the force constants are reduced by a factor of 6 that the rms fluctuation observed in BD simulations equals that deduced from the B-factor of the KcsA channel.
The measured fluctuations of the carbonyl oxygens at various values of the force constants are tabulated in Table 1 . We measured the rms fluctuations in two different ways: fluctuations from the mean position of the atoms (rmsd) and fluctuations from the initial positions of the atoms (rmsd0). Both values are tabulated in Table 1 , but we quote the second values hereafter. constants. The rms fluctuations increase from 0.09 to 0.74 Å as the bond-stretching and angle-bending constants are reduced from the largest to smallest values used. Here, the rmsd is plotted against the logarithm of the bond-stretching constant. The steepest increases occur when the bond-stretching coefficient is further reduced below 1.6 3 10 2 J/m 2 . Analysis of crystal structures of KcsA (35) , molecular (36, 37) , and previous Brownian dynamics (4) models suggest that the conduction of K 1 through the selectivity filter involves concerted motion of multiple ions. In our simulations, as in these previous studies, the selectivity filter is usually occupied by at least two ions and that the entry of a third ion is required to knock one of the resident ions out of the filter. The two ions bound in the selectivity filter spend on average 16 ns at the applied potential of À100 mV, executing random motions from their equilibrium positions before a successful conduction event takes place. At the same time, the nearby oxygen and carbon atoms of the carbonyl groups are also undergoing thermal fluctuations from their equilibrium positions. Characteristic oscillation periods of atomic motions, such as the bond stretching and angle bending, are between 10 and 90 fs (19) . Thus, the timescale of a conduction event is ;5-6 orders of magnitude slower than the timescale of atomic thermal fluctuations. Because the rings of oxygen atoms surround the resident ion in the binding site, it is possible that the thermal motions of the ion are tightly coupled to those of the oxygen atoms. Here we show that no such coupling exists in our simulations.
The degree of correlated motion between permeant ions and the mobile carbonyl oxygen atoms, is shown in Fig. 3 . Here we plot the average correlation between each ring of oxygen atoms against the axial position of the ion in the pore. A value of 1.0 represents perfectly correlated motion between the atoms, 0 no correlation, and À1.0 anticorrelated behavior. To obtain this data, we monitor the velocities of one of the two ions in the selectivity filter. In the course of a simulation period lasting 0.2 ms, this test ion wanders between z ¼ 7 to z ¼ 20 Å . The relative probability of the ion being at a given axial position is shown in Fig. 3 A. The velocity of the ion, as well as that of the carbonyl oxygen atoms are recorded at each time step. The degree of correlated motion between the ion and each oxygen for that time step is then calculated from the dot product of the velocities of the ion (v i ) and the oxygen atom (v j ):
Finally, the correlation is averaged over 0.2 ms of simulation and averaged within each ring of oxygen atoms. The correlation coefficients between the test ion at a given axial position and the first (Thr-54), second (Val-55), third (Gly-56), and fourth (Tyr-57) rings of carbonyl oxygen atoms are shown in Fig. 4 , B and C. All values hover around zero, indicating that the movement of the ion in the filter does not influence the movement of the oxygen atoms surrounding it, or vice versa. The locations of the carbonyl rings along the z axis are shown in Fig. 3 D. It is worth comparing the amount of correlated motion in these simulations with that seen in molecular dynamics simulations of the KcsA channel. In such molecular simulations we find that there is a degree of correlated motion between an ion in the selectivity filter and the oxygen atoms in contact with it, although there is no correlation to the more distant atoms. The correlation coefficient for the eight immediate neighboring oxygen atoms of the ion in the molecular simulations of the KcsA channel calculated as described above are ;0.22. One possible reason for not observing such a correlation in our simulation is that the random force that acts independently upon the ion in the pore as well as the carbonyl atoms, which is an integral part of the Brownian dynamics technique, is overwhelming any correlated motion. To test this hypothesis we examined the effect of altering the Table 1. random force in three different ways. First, we removed the random force on the ions and oxygen atoms in the selectivity filter of the pore in our Brownian dynamics simulations. This manipulation (which is the equivalent of removing the coupling of these atoms to the temperature bath) resulted in correlated motion between the ion and the neighboring oxygen atoms with a correlation coefficient of ;0.19. Second, we removed the random force from just ions, while leaving it on the carbonyl atoms. Third, we set the random force acting on the oxygen atoms to be equal to that on the ion when they are within 3.5 Å of each other. As expected, assigning the identical random force at time step to the carbonyl atoms and resident ions yielded a correlation coefficient of ;0.55. These procedures, however, do not accurately reflect the physical reality. Conduction does not take place when the random force that imparts the kinetic energy to the resident ions is removed from the total forces acting on the atoms in the assembly. Under these conditions, the ions and atoms stay relatively frozen in the local energy minima as they are not surrounded by explicitly simulated atoms that can impart kinetic energy nor are they receiving this from random forces. Removing the random force from just the ions does not overcome this problem since some of the atoms adjacent to the ions, such as surrounding water and other protein atoms, are still not being simulated explicitly, and the ion still gains a reduced kinetic energy. Similarly, coupling the motion of the ion to that of the nearby oxygen atoms by imparting the identical random forces to them cause the ion to stay fixed in the location of the energy minima, thereby preventing it to climb out of the well. It is not clear if one can devise a satisfactory method of inducing correlated motion in the Brownian dynamics framework.
Even if the thermal motions of the permeant ions and carbonyl atoms are not correlated, it is still possible that the presence of the ions has a significant effect on the positions of the carbonyl groups by altering their mean position. To examine this possibility, we compared the results of two simulations carried out with weak force constants: one in which ions were prevented from entering the channel, and one in which they were not. Surprisingly, the mean radial position of all the carbonyl oxygens in the two simulations were within 0.02 Å . The presence of ions affects some of the oxygen positions more than others, but the difference in the mean radial position with and without ions was ,0.1 Å in all cases. The ions have a greater effect on the thermal fluctuations of the oxygen atoms, however, increasing their magnitude by ;17%. Fig. 4 shows the current-voltage relationships obtained with three different sets of force constants with a symmetric solution of 300 mM KCl in both reservoirs. The control curve (Fig. 4 A, solid circles) is obtained with the force constants that rendered the rms fluctuations of the oxygen atoms to be 0.09 Å . Use of the default force constants from CHARMM22 (rms ¼ 0.15 Å ) has only a small influence on the current as shown in Fig. 4 B. Superimposed on this curve is the fitted curve across the control data shown in Fig. 4 A (dashed line). By reducing the force constants to 18% of the values used in CHARMM, we are able to increase the rms fluctuations of the carbonyl oxygen atoms from their original positions to 0.61 Å . This value roughly corresponds to the rms fluctuations of the gramicidin carbonyl groups measured during molecular dynamics simulations (20) . The currentvoltage curve obtained with these weak force constants is illustrated in Fig. 4 C. The outward currents are slightly larger than for the control when the intermediate force constants are used, while the inward currents are larger than the control when the weak force constants are used.
To check if the conductance changes in any systematic way as the carbonyl oxygen atoms are made more mobile, we change the force constants and measure the current across the channel. The inward current measured for a range of force constants with an applied potential of À100 mV are plotted in the form of histogram in Fig. 5 A. In these simulations, the C¼O and F-C bond-stretching and angle-bending constants are altered together as indicated in Table 1 . The conductance fluctuates up and down from the control value of 114.3 pS, ranging from 62% to 126% of this value. The outward and inward currents obtained with applied potentials 
FIGURE 4
The current-voltage curves obtained using three different sets of the force constants. The force constants used for panels A, B, and C correspond to those used to construct Fig. 2 A. Each data point represents the average of 24 to 32 sets of simulations, each lasting 2 3 10 6 time steps (or 0.2 ms). Error bars in this and following figures have a length of mean 6 1 SE and are not shown when they are smaller than the data points. and 0.94 Å , respectively. The additional freedom of the outer ring may assist ion entry into the selectivity filter and account for the slightly larger inward currents seen in Fig. 4 C.
We have also examined how some of the other factors that determine the mechanisms of ion conduction that can be derived from Brownian dynamics change when the carbonyl groups are allowed to move. The number of ions in the selectivity filter, when the carbonyl groups are held with strong, intermediate, and weak force constants, as used to construct the current-voltage curves remain unchanged. The average numbers of resident ions in the extracellular half of the channel, excluding the region just outside of the selectivity filter ranges from 2.36 to 2.64 and remained more or less constant regardless of the force constants placed on the carbonyl groups. Fig. 6 shows where ions reside in the channel during these simulations. When the carbonyl groups are rendered virtually immobile (Fig. 6 A) or allowed to fluctuate widely by assigning weak force constants (Fig. 6 C) , the histograms reveal three prominent binding sites, two in the selectivity filter (z ¼ 11 and z ¼ 19 Å ) and another one near the inner chamber (z ¼ 9 Å ). The preferred sites where the resident ions dwell become altered when the intermediate force constants are used (Fig. 6 B) . The resident ion located near the intracellular side of the selectivity filter shifts its position inward and outward by ;3 Å , giving the appearance that there are four distinct binding sites in the filter, in addition to the one in the central chamber.
Finally, the single-ion energy profile along the channel constructed while the carbonyl oxygens undergo rms fluctuations of 0.61 Å is broadly similar in shape to that constructed while the carbonyl atoms are held less flexible (rmsd0 ¼ 0.15 Å ) or virtually rigid (rmsd0 ¼ 0.09 Å ). The three profiles are illustrated in Fig. 7 . There is a small but consistent broadening of the profile near the extracellular entrance of the channel with an increase in the rms fluctuations of the carbonyl groups. To create these energy profiles, we fix the test ion on the axis of the channel at the specified z-position and calculate its average potential energy during a 0.2-ms simulation while the carbonyl atoms undergo thermal fluctuations.
DISCUSSION
The potential of mean force constructed from the gramicidin pore is exquisitely sensitive to the positions of the atoms forming the pore. The rms fluctuations of the carbonyl oxygen atoms during molecular dynamics simulations vary from ;0.42 to 0.63 Å depending on their positions (20) . The free energy profile calculated from molecular dynamics simulations using the flexible structure shows two binding sites of ;8 kT in depth near the entrances of the pore that are separated by a central barrier whose height with respect to the binding well is ;20 kT (38) . This potential of mean force is related to the force experienced by an ion as it traverses across the pore, averaged over a large number of instantaneous structural configurations (20) . The central barrier increases from ;20 kT to ;29 kT and the well depth changes from À7 kT to 12 kT when the backbone atoms or all the peptide atoms are rendered rigid (39) . Although these profiles, whether they are computed from a rigid structure or from a flexible structure, do not appear to be able to reproduce observed currents (40), they highlight the need for relaxing one of the assumptions made in semimicroscopic computational methods, such as PNP theory and Brownian dynamics: that the protein remains rigid. Extrapolating from the differences observed between the profiles obtained from the flexible and rigid gramicidin structures, one would expect that semimicroscopic approaches could make errors of up to several orders of magnitude if they assume that the atoms lining the pore are rigid. It is desirable thus to extend the Brownian dynamics algorithm such that some of the atoms forming the channel conduit can be explicitly simulated.
With this aim in mind, we have introduced a method of allowing some of the atoms in the protein to undergo fluctuations in Brownian dynamics simulations. In the simulations we report, we only allowed the carbonyl oxygen and carbon atoms along the selectivity filter to move, but the method could be extended to include all the atoms lining the pore, including backbone atoms and side chains of the aspartic and glutamic residues. Doing this allows the effects of thermal fluctuations of the atoms on the dynamics of ion permeation to be uncovered. If thermal fluctuations are found to have little effect on permeation dynamics, then this may support the use of rigid structures, provided that appropriate average structures are available. If not, future semimicroscopic FIGURE 6 Average number of ions in the pore with no applied potential using three different sets of the force constants. The force constants used for panels A, B, and C correspond to those used to construct Fig. 2 A. The channel is divided into 100 sections, and the average number of ions in each section is calculated over a simulation period of 0.2 ms.
FIGURE 7
The potential energy profiles seen by a single ion traversing the pore. The three curves are obtained using three different sets of the force constants as in Fig. 2 A. A schematic outline of the channel is shown in panel A.
simulations should aim to incorporate the important degrees of protein motion.
Without detailed investigation, it is not obvious whether the motion of the charged or polar residues forming the ionconducting pathway will have discernible effects on the channel conductance. Many dynamical systems occurring in nature are composed of two parts: one that is moving very quickly relative to other parts of the systems that are moving slowly. The behavior of any such system can be rigorously approximated with averaging theory (12) (13) (14) . These results show that the parts of the system moving on the fast timescale perceive the slowly moving portions as being constant, and the slowly moving portions only see a time-averaged effect from the fast timescale parts. Thus, in accord with the ergodicity theorem, the time average in a large system will converge to, and can be replaced with, the configuration average weighted by the Boltzmann factor (41).
It is not entirely clear, however, if the results of the average theory can be invoked for the dynamics of ion permeation in biological ion channels. Permeant ions are generally trapped in steep energy wells formed by charged residues. Intuitively, estimations from a model in which all the distant atoms are fixed rigidly should correspond with those obtained from molecular dynamics. Thermal fluctuations of distant atoms in the protein are unlikely to have discernible influences on the processes of ion permeation across the pore. A conduction event in an ion channel typically takes place at about five to six orders of magnitude slower timescale compared to the characteristic atomic oscillation periods (19) . On the other hand, the forces acting on the ions and those acting on the protein are approximately of the same magnitude, thus indicating that the fluctuations of the atoms in the protein are of the same order of magnitude as those of ions in the pore.
In contrast to the gramicidin pore, the energy profile derived from the KcsA potassium channel with flexible carbonyl oxygens lining the selectivity filter does not differ appreciably from that obtained with the carbonyl atoms fixed rigidly at their initial positions (Fig. 7) . The motion of the resident ion does not influence the motion of the carbonyl oxygen atoms lining the pore in any significant way (Fig. 3) . Also, the average number of ions in the selectivity filter and the wide chamber remains unchanged (Fig. 6) . Two resident ions occupy the selectivity filter in a stable equilibrium. When this equilibrium is disrupted by the entry of a third ion, the outermost ion is expelled instantaneously from the narrow filter (42) . The slope conductance estimated when the carbonyl groups are rigidly held is 23% lower than those obtained when the intermediate and weak force constants (Fig.  4) . The current-concentration curves, not shown here, obtained using the three different sets of force constants, are also broadly similar. It is possible that the lack of correlation observed in the Brownian dynamics simulations may influence these results, but one might expect that the inclusion of correlated motion would act to keep the ion-oxygen distances more constant, and thus the results would be closer to those observed using a fixed protein structure. Thus, at least for the KcsA channel, the salient conclusions drawn about the mechanisms of ion permeation obtained with a rigid protein in Brownian dynamics remain valid.
In this context, we note that, although the single-ion energy profile shows a smooth well (Fig. 7) , its depth is such that the channel will hold multiple ions. The presence of multiple ions constrained in the well and their mutual interactions lead to the preferred positions at which the ions reside, as shown in the dwell histograms illustrated in Fig. 6 . The results illustrated here are broadly similar to those seen in previous simulations with a rigid protein (4) . It would be of interest to carry out more detailed analysis of the occupancy of ions in the channel and the effective volumes statistically occupied by ions in each well. From such an analysis, it should be possible to calculate a multiion free energy profile and deduce the entropic and enthalpic contributions to it. There is, however, one potential difficulty in carrying out such an analysis and making inferences about the enthalpic interactions of ions with the oxygens. The potential energy we calculate based on macroscopic electrostatics implicitly include entropic contributions from the water surrounding ions and proteins. The extent of the contributions made by the implicit water has to be estimated to arrive at the true figure for the entropy.
The approach developed here should be useful for examining other ion channels in which the motions of side chains or backbone atoms lining the pore are believed to influence ion conduction. By incorporating some important degrees of protein flexibility into mesoscopic simulations, we are able to examine their effect on observable properties such as the channel current. Some degree of caution must be exercised, however, as the user has to identify the protein motions they are interested in before conducting simulations. Also, there is no clear a priori way of determining the force constants that should be used when only a limited number of atoms are treated in this way; thus, these must be altered such that the motion of the mobile protein atoms approximates that seen in more detailed simulations.
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